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Getting Started

Smart Documents

A Smart Document is very much like any document. It consists of sections, each

with a heading and body content, such as paragraphs, lists, tables, videos and

images. What differentiates a Smart Document from other documents are the

structure and semantics applied to content. This metadata enables automated

processing and dynamic publishing of content. Each section, for example, is of a

particular type, which may be unique to a type of document, or common to

multiple document types. Similarly, document sections may be authored for a single

document, or shared across multiple documents.

Introduction to the Quark Author Web Edition User Guide

The User’s Guide contains information about Quark Author Web Edition and is

intended for end-users. It describes all features and options available in the

application and shows you how to use it to easily create and edit rich document

content, as well as add media objects like videos and images.

Quark Author Web Edition configuration

Because Quark Author Web Edition is configurable and extensible, its features can

be customized by a developer or a system administrator. Because of this not all of

the functions described in this User’s Guide may be available in your Quark Author

Web Edition instance and your configuration may have specialized functions not

described in this guide.

Also note that the Quark Author Web Edition interface can be customized and

displayed with a different skin (colors, icons, or size).
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The user interface

Quark Author Web Edition provides a clean and simple user interface. If you are

familiar with desktop word processors you will find that many commands are

familiar or self-explanatory.

The figure below shows the main interface of Quark Author Web Edition:

Quark Author - Web Edition interface

The Quark Author Web Edition user interface consists of the following main parts:

The banner at the top of the window provides file-level operations, such as Save•

and Close. The pane settings button on the far right allows the user to show and

hide various task panes.

The “Smart Document pane“ - the section to the left of the Editing pane•

containing the tree structure of the document currently being worked on. Use

this pane to add and nest sections of the document and to navigate among

them.

The “Editing pane“ - the space below the Toolbar where you edit all document•

content.

The “Right pane“ - the section to the right of the Editing pane contains the•

following tabs:

The “Preview tab“ - where you can see a live preview of the current•

document in various output formats.

The “Changes tab“ - where you can see user comments and tracked changes•

on the document you are working on.
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The “Foot Notes tab“ - where you can see all of the footnotes and endnotes•

contained in the document.

The “Properties tab“ - where you apply and see all of the metadata associated•

with your content.

The “Index tab“ - where you can insert index terms and see all of the•

occurrences of existing index terms contained in the document.

The “REFERS TO tab“ - where you can see assets that the selected asset refers•

to.

The “WHERE USED tab“ - where you can see all documents and components•

that reference the current component.

“Context menus“ - a shortcut or drop-down menu that displays the commands•

available for the element that was right-clicked.

Various dialog boxes - small pop-up windows that appear when you use some of•

the editor’s functions and are opened by clicking the toolbar buttons.

Smart Document pane

The Smart Document pane is located to the left of the editing pane and presents

an outline of the document. The Smart Document pane provides the ability to

navigate, insert, delete, promote, demote, convert and move document sections.

The Smart Document  pane

The section under the toolbar is divided into two columns:

The first column identifies shared components within the document. An icon in•

this column identifies the root section of a component, and a checkmark

indicates the component is checked out for edit. All sections in the component

are shaded a different color in the section hierarchy.

The second column presents an outline of the sections in the current document.•

It allows the user to add and delete sections as needed. Additionally, sections can

be reordered by dragging and dropping sections within the tree.
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Editing pane

The Editing pane is located below the toolbar.

The Editing  pane

Use the Editing pane to enter the title and contents of each section of your

document.

Toolbar

The Toolbar Ribbon is the section located at the top of the Editing pane. It consists

of four tabs containing menu buttons that give you access to various functions of

Quark Author Web Edition. Buttons include both simple operations (basic “Text

emphasis.”) and more advanced features for providing structure.

The Toolbar Ribbon

The Toolbar Ribbon includes the following tabs:

The HOME tab.•

The INSERT tab.•

The REVIEW tab.•

The REFERENCES tab.•

To see the name of the function associated with a toolbar button, hover the cursor
over that button.
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There are many other toolbars that can be displayed, hidden or docked with the
preview pane. The Toolbar Ribbon groups and tabs are all configurable.

The HOME tab

The HOME tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The HOME tab includes the following controls:

, - Use the Redo and Undo toolbar buttons to redo and undo the most•

recent action performed on the document.

Use the Para Types toolbar button to select from the drop-down menu to apply•

a paragraph style to the selected text.

Use the Tag Types toolbar button to select from the drop-down menu to apply a•

character style to the selected text.

, , , - Use to apply bold, italic, underline and strike-through emphasis to•

the selected text.

, - Use to apply superscript and subscript emphasis to the selected text.•

, , , - Use to apply list options (bulleted list, numbered list, increase•

indent, decrease indent) to the selected text.

, - Use the Find and Replace toolbar buttons to search for a word or phrase•

in the document and replace it.

- Use the Spell Check drop-down menu to select options for spell checking•

your document, including enabling and disabling the Spell Check As You Type

feature.

This feature is disabled in the default configuration. Configuration changes are
required to enable this feature. See the Quark Author Web Edition System

Administration Guide for details.

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to refresh the contents of referred•

components in the document.

- Use the XML toolbar button to view the document in XML format.•

The INSERT tab

The INSERT tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The INSERT tab includes the following controls:
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- Use the Insert Table toolbar button to insert a table with the defined number•

of columns and rows into the document. See “Inserting tables“.

- Use the Insert Table from Server toolbar button to insert a smart table into•

the document. See “Inserting tables from server“.

- Use the Insert Region toolbar button to insert a region into the document.•

See “Creating a region“.

- Use the Insert Region from Server toolbar button to insert a saved region•

into the document. See “Creating a region“.

- Use the Insert Figure toolbar button to insert a figure into the document. See•

“Inserting a figure“.

- Use the Insert Image toolbar button to insert an image into the document.•

See “Inserting an image“.

- Use the Insert Video toolbar button to insert a video into the document. See•

“Inserting videos“.

- Use the Insert Excel Components toolbar button to insert components from•

an Excel spreadsheet. The drop-down menu allows you to choose to insert a

Table or a Chart.

- Use the Insert PowerPoint toolbar button to insert a PowerPoint slide into•

the document. See “Inserting PowerPoint slides“.

- Use the Insert Visio toolbar button to insert a Visio page into the document.•

See “Inserting Visio pages“.

- Use the Paste from Server toolbar button to insert the data currently saved•

on the server clipboard into the document.

- Use the Insert Special Character toolbar button to insert special characters•

or symbols into the document.

- Use the Math editor toolbar button to insert an equation into the•

document. See “Equation editing“.

This feature is disabled in the default configuration. Configuration changes are
required to enable this plugin. See the Quark Author Web Edition System

Administration Guide for details on enabling this plugin.

The REVIEW tab

The REVIEW tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The REVIEW tab includes the following controls:
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- Use the Add Comment toolbar button to add a comment to the document.•

- Use the Remove Comment toolbar button to remove a comment from the•

document.

- Use the Tracking toolbar button to enable/disable tracked changes. If you•

enable/disable tracking in your document, the tracking state will be saved in the

Tracking State attribute when you save the document.

- Use the Highlighting toolbar button to enable/disable highlighting of•

tracked changes. If you enable/disable highlighting in your document, the

highlighting state will be saved in the Tracking State attribute when you save
the document.

- Use the Next button to go to the next tracked change in the document.•

- Use the Previous toolbar button to go to the previous tracked change in the•

document.

- Use the Accept toolbar button to accept all changes or just one change.•

- Use the Reject toolbar button to reject all changes or just one change.•

The REFERENCES tab

The REFERENCES tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The REFERENCES tab includes the following controls:

- Use the Link toolbar button to insert a hyperlink into the document.•

- Use the Insert Cross Reference toolbar button to insert a cross reference,•

pointing to any other Section, Figure or Table inside the document.

- Use the Synchronize Cross Reference toolbar button to synchronize the•

cross references in the document.

The Insert Cross Reference and the Synchronize Cross Reference buttons are
only available after you have saved a revision of the document.

- Use the Insert Footnote toolbar button to insert a footnote into the•

document.

- Use the Insert Endnote toolbar button to insert an endnote into the•

document.

- Use the Create Table Component toolbar button to create a component•

from the selected table.

- Use the Replace Table from Server toolbar button to replace the selected•

table with a table component saved on the server.
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- Use the Create Region Component toolbar button to create a component•

from the selected region.

- Use the Replace Region from Server toolbar button to replace the selected•

region with a region component saved on the server.

- Use the Edit Component toolbar button to edit the selected component.•

- Use the Save Component toolbar button to save the selected component.•

- Use the Save & Close Component toolbar button to save and close the•

selected component.

- Use the Discard Changes toolbar button to discard any changes made to the•

selected component.

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to refresh the contents of referred•

components in the document.

- Use the Remove Component Reference toolbar button to remove the•

selected component reference.

- Use the Pin Component Reference toolbar button to pin the selected•

component reference.

- Use the Unpin Component Reference toolbar button to unpin the selected•

component reference.

Dynamic tabs

Quark Author Web Edition allows you to configure context based dynamic tabs in

the Toolbar ribbon. Buttons relevant to the current context are shown under these

dynamic tabs. See the “Dynamic toolbar tabs” section of the Quark Author Web Edition

System Admin Guide for details on how to configure your own custom dynamic tabs.

The default configuration of Quark Author Web Edition includes two dynamic tabs:

The TABLE tab•

The REGION tab•

The TABLE tab

The TABLE tab appears on the Toolbar ribbon when your cursor is placed inside a

table.

The dynamic TABLE tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The Table tab includes the following controls:

Use the Table Types drop-down list to convert a table to a different type.•

- Use the Caption toolbar button to add a caption to the table.•
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- Use the Description toolbar button to add a description to the table.•

- Use the Insert Paragraph After toolbar button to insert a paragraph after•

the table. 

- Use the Insert Row Above toolbar button to insert a row above the selected•

row.

- Use the Insert Row Below toolbar button to insert a row below the selected•

row.

- Use the Insert Column to the Left toolbar button to insert a column to the•

left of the selected column.

- Use the Insert Column to the Right toolbar button to insert a column to•

the right of the selected column.

- Use the Split Cell Horizontally toolbar button to split the selected cell•

horizontally.

- Use the Split Cell Vertically toolbar button to split the selected cell•

vertically.

- Use the Merge Cells toolbar button to merge multiple, selected cells into•

one cell. 

- Use the Delete Rows toolbar button to delete the selected rows.•

- Use the Delete Columns toolbar button to delete the selected columns.•

- Use the Delete Table toolbar button to delete the entire table.•

The REGION tab

The REGION tab appears on the Toolbar ribbon when your cursor is placed inside a

region.

The dynamic REGION tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

The Region tab includes the following controls:

Use the Region Types drop-down list to convert a region to a different type.•

- Use the Region Title toolbar button to add a title to the region.•

- Use the Insert Paragraph After toolbar button to insert a paragraph after•

the region. This is useful when you wish to add content outside the current

region.

- Use the Remove Region toolbar button to remove the region. Removing a•

region does not delete the content.
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Right pane

The screen area to the right of the Editing pane contains the following tabs:

The “Preview tab“ - where you can see a live preview of the current document in•

various output formats.

The “Changes tab“ - where you can see user comments and tracked changes on•

the document you are working on.

The “Foot Notes tab“ - where you can see all of the footnotes and endnotes•

contained in the document.

The “Properties tab“ - where you apply and see all of the metadata associated with•

your content.

The “Index tab“ - where you can see a list of all index terms and their associated•

occurrences. Use this tab to insert new index terms and add new occurrences to

existing index terms.

The “REFERS TO tab“ - where you can see assets that the selected asset refers to.•

The “WHERE USED tab“ - where you can see all documents and components that•

reference the current component.

Use the Pane Settings button in the upper, far right corner to hide/display the

various tabs.

Preview tab

The PREVIEW tab allows you to preview the current document in multiple output

formats like PDF, HTML5 Publication, and Responsive HTML5. This is where you

preview the appearance of the final document.
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The PREVIEW tab

The PREVIEW tab toolbar includes the following controls:

- Use the Download toolbar button to save a copy of the document.•

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to refresh the preview document with the•

latest content in the Editing pane.

Use the drop-down list to select the preview format.•

Changes tab

The CHANGES tab allows you to see a list of all comments and tracked changes that

have been added to the current document.
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The CHANGES tab

The CHANGES tab toolbar includes the following controls:

- Use the Add Comment toolbar button to insert a comment in the•

document.

- Use the Delete Comment toolbar button to delete the currently selected•

comment.

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to see recent comments or tracked changes. •

- Use the User toolbar button to filter by specific users.•

- Use the Type toolbar button to filter by type (comments, insertions,•

deletions).

- Use the Position toolbar button to sort the list by position in•

the authoring canvas in ascending or descending order.

- Use the Date toolbar button to sort the list by Date in ascending•

or descending order.

Hovering your cursor over a change causes the Accept and Reject icons to appear

. These allow you to accept or reject the proposed change from the CHANGES

tab. 
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Foot Notes tab

The FOOT NOTES tab displays all of the footnotes and endnotes contained in the

document.

The FOOT NOTES tab

The FOOT NOTES tab toolbar includes the following controls:

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to refresh the list to include any recent•

footnotes or endnotes.
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- Use the Edit toolbar button to edit the selected footnote or endnote.•

- Use the Delete toolbar button to delete the selected footnote or endnote. •

- Use the Edit Properties toolbar button to edit the metadata of the selected•

footnote or endnote.

Use the drop-down menu to filter the list by type (footnotes or endnotes).•

If you click on a footnote or endnote from the list, the footnote or endnote location

in the document will be highlighted.

If you insert a footnote or endnote when tracking is on, then the footnote/endnote

in the list has additional options.
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You can use these options to Accept or Reject the inserted footnote/endnote.

Properties tab

The PROPERTIES tab displays metadata associated with your content.

The PROPERTIES tab
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The PROPERTIES tab toolbar includes the following controls:

- Click the Increase Scope button to broaden the content scope associated•

with the displayed metadata.

- Click the Decrease Scope button to narrow the content scope associated•

with the displayed metadata.

- Click the Expand All button to expand all of the metadata controls.•

- Click the Collapse All button to collapse all of the metadata controls.•

Index tab

The INDEX tab provides features for producing a generated index of terms. This tab

displays a list of all index terms and their associated occurrences. Use this tab to

insert new index terms and add new occurrences to existing index terms.

The INDEX tab

The upper section of the INDEX tab lists the index terms in the document.

The Occurrences section of the INDEX tab lists all occurrences of the selected index

term.

See “Indexes“ for more information about using this tab to manage indexes.
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The Refers To and Where Used tabs

The REFERS TO and WHERE USED tabs allow you to view the relationships

(including primary and secondary references, if any) for the selected asset. The

current document Refers To assets (images and components). These are primary, or

first-level references. These referred to assets may Refer To other assets. These are

secondary, or second-level references.

REFERS TO tab

The REFERS TO tab displays all assets that the selected asset refers to.

The REFERS TO tab

The REFERS TO tab includes the following columns:

- The Pinned Version column is used to indicate if a referenced asset is•

pinned to a specific version of that asset. The tooltip will show the version that

the reference is pinned to.

- The Checked Out column is used to indicate if the referenced asset is•

currently checked out.

The Name column gives the name of the referenced asset.•

When you double-click an asset in this tab, an XPath is displayed below the asset

name. The Value column contains the XPath location within the current document

where the asset is referenced.

WHERE USED tab

The WHERE USED tab allows you to see all documents and components that

reference the current component.

This tab is only applicable when opening a content type that can be included
within another content type. With our default configuration, when opening a Smart

Section, the WHERE USED tab lists all Smart Documents that include the section.
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The WHERE USED tab

The WHERE USED tab includes the following columns:

- The Checked Out column is used to indicate if the parent asset is currently•

checked out.

The Name column gives the name of the parent asset.•

The Value column contains the XPath location within the parent document•

where the current component is referenced.

Context menus

Context menus are pop-up menus that appear whenever you right-click anywhere

in the application. It serves as a shortcut for most common operations available for

a given type of object.

The menu is context-sensitive which means that the options displayed in it depend

on the object that you click. If, for example, you right-click while inside a table, you

will see table-specific options available in its context menu.

A table context menu

For more complex objects, like tables, the context menu might include sub-menus
with further options.
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Working with documents

Creating documents

New documents are created in the Quark Publishing Platform Client workspace. To

create a new document, click New and choose Smart Document from Server

Template, Smart Section or Smart Document from the drop-down menu. Quark

Author Web Edition launches and the new document displays.

Editing documents

Existing documents are opened in the Quark Publishing Platform Client workspace.

To open an existing document for editing, navigate to the repository folder

containing the document to be edited. Right + click the document and choose

Check Out. Quark Author launches and the selected document displays.

Document sections

Use the Smart Document pane to build the structure of the document by adding

and nesting the document sections. Each document section consists of a Title and

Contents.

The user can select to show or hide the Add Section option in the Smart

Document pane. By default, the Add Section option will be shown for new

documents and hidden for checked out documents.

To add a section or sub-section, click + add Section, or + add Sub-Section, enter

the title name and add your content.

Continue adding sections and sub-sections until you have built the document

structure you desire.
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If you attempt to add a Sub-Section before you have a Section, the editor will
automatically offer to create the missing sections for you:



Many of these controls are also presented in a context menu when you right-click a
section in the tree.

Reorganizing the document

Edit the structure of the document in the following ways:

Move sections to a different location in the document by dragging and dropping•

them into the desired location.

Use the Promote button to promote the currently selected section of the•

document.

Use the Demote button to demote the currently selected section of the•

document.

Use the Convert To button to change the semantic type of the selected•

section.

Use the Delete button to delete the currently selected component from the•

document.

Use the Options button to display a drop-down menu of options available for the
currently selected section of the document.



Promoting Sections

The Promote feature allows you to promote a section of your document to a higher

level. The content of the section remains unchanged, only the type and level

change.

If you promote a section that has sub-sections, these sub-sections are also promoted.

For example, promoting Part 1:
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You cannot promote a section that is at the highest level of your content model. In
this case the Promote button will be unavailable.

Demoting Sections

The Demote feature allows you to demote sections of your document to a lower

level. The demoted section will be converted to a sub-section of the previous

section. The content of the section remains unchanged, only the type and level

change.

If you demote a section that has sub-sections, these sub-sections are also demoted.

For example, demoting Part 2 to a chapter changes Chapter 1 into a section:

If you demote a section to the lowest level of your content model and it contains
sub-sections, the content of these sub-sections will change to regions. These generic

regions appear in the Para Styles drop-down menu with the new type Region.



To reverse the process, you can use Undo to return to the original structure. Regions

may not be promoted.

You cannot demote a section that is already at the lowest level of your content
model. In this case the Demote button will be unavailable.

Converting Sections

The Convert To feature allows you to change section types from one to another.

Selecting Convert To will display a drop-down list of the allowed types available for

the currently selected section.
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Similar to demote, converting a section which includes sub-sections to another type

can produce a situation where the sub-sections have no equivalent structure. In

such cases, your content is preserved in the generic region type called Region. Any

content contained in the section will be maintained if the target structure does not

match the source structure. You can use Undo to reverse the process, if needed.

The system adheres to the following rules when converting sections:

Preserve the existing hierarchy after the conversion.•

Only allow conversion to valid section types at the same level.•

Do not move content around.•

Do not allow conversion of single, required sections.•

Do not allow conversion of referenced sections.•

If converting a section will violate one of these rules, the Convert To option will

not appear on the context menu and the Convert To button will appear grayed out.

The list of allowed types that the currently selected section can be converted to will

be restricted to those types that will not violate any of these rules.

Given the following content model:

and the following hierarchy:

the rules prevent the following conversions:

Conversion of Part 1 to a Chapter type as this would violate the second rule•

allowing conversion only between types at the same level.
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Conversion of Part 1 to an Appendix type as this would violate the third rule•

about moving content. If you want to convert Part 1 to the Appendix type, you

would first need to move that section to the end of the series of parts,

immediately preceding the existing Appendix section.

Any conversion of Book as this would violate the fourth rule of not allowing•

conversions of single, required sections.

If you convert a section that has sub-sections, these sub-sections will also be

converted, maintaining the hierarchy.

If you convert a section that contains sub-sections to a type that does not allow sub-
sections, the content of these sub-sections become regions. These generic regions

appear in the Para Styles drop-down menu with the new type Region.



In this example, Part 3, containing sub-sections Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, was

converted to the Appendix type, which does not allow for subsections. You can use

Undo to reverse the process, if needed.

You may not use Convert To on a referenced section type. That’s because you first

need to check out the referenced component, just like you do if you want to edit

the text.

Components

The Components feature provides support for content reuse by allowing you to

create reusable components from existing content and easily insert them into any

number of documents.

Creating a component

To create a component:

In the Smart Document pane, right-click on the section you want to make into1.

a reusable component.
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Choose Create Component from the context menu. The CHECK IN dialog box2.

displays.

Specify a file name and location for the component.3.

Fill out the remaining fields with the appropriate data and click Save.4.

The content will be saved as a separate .xml file in the specified location. Any
content in sub-sections of the selected section will be included. You now have a

reusable component that you can include in other smart documents by using

the Create from Server or Replace from Server context menu options.

Inserting a component

To insert a previously saved component into your smart document:

If the component will be an entirely new section:•
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Show the Add Section option in the Smart Document pane.1.

Right click on the + add Section where you want to place the component2.

and choose Create from Server. The Select dialog box displays.

Search or Navigate to locate the component.3.

Select the component and click OK.4.

If the component will replace an existing section:•

Right-click the section to replace and choose Replace from Server. The1.

Select dialog box displays.

Search or Navigate to locate the component.2.

Select the component and click OK.3.

Editing a component

To edit source content in a component, the component must be open for editing.

The Smart Document pane uses two icons to indicate editing status for a

component:

- A checkmark indicates the component is checked out and available to edit.•

- A component icon indicates the section is a component and is not available•

for editing.

If the component is not open for editing, right-click on the component and choose

Edit from the context menu. You will now be allowed to edit the content.

When you have finished editing, right-click on the component and choose:

Save to save your changes and leave the component open for editing.•

Save and Close to save the changes and lock the component from editing.•

Discard Changes to discard any changes and return the component to its last•

saved state.

Tables and Regions can also be saved as components. See “Content Components“.

Entering text

Use the Editing pane to add content to the document.

As you type, the text, all formatting applied using the toolbar buttons as well as all

inserted media appear immediately in the Editing pane. If the document contents

span beyond the limits of the editing area, a standard scrollbar will appear.

The edited text looks as similar as possible to the results end users will see after the

document gets published. When you format your text using the editor features, the

formatting can be immediately seen in the Editing pane.
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Track changes

This feature enables multiple people to collaborate on a document. Approved

reviewers across the organization may directly provide comments, deletions, and

insertions.

During the review process, each user’s changes are visually tracked and may be

accepted or rejected. While collaborating on a document, color helps associate

comments and changes entered by different users. Each user’s comments and

insertions have a different color which appears as the background color in the

Editing pane as well as in the Changes tab on the Right pane. The color palette is

configurable.

To track changes in your document, click the Tracking toolbar button on the

REVIEW tab. Use the Highlighting toolbar button on the REVIEW tab to enable

or disable highlighting of tracked changes.

If you enable/disable highlighting and tracking in your document, the latest

highlighting and tracking state will be saved along with the document.

You can see a list off all tracked changes in the CHANGES tab.

Comments and tracked text preview

Use the CHANGES tab on the right pane to see a list of all comments and tracked

changes that have been added to the current document.

Comments and tracked changes in the Editing pane are immediately reflected in

the CHANGES tab. If another user has a document checked out for commenting or

review and you have the same document open as read-only, you can click the

Refresh button on the CHANGES tab to refresh the list with any changes that

may have been added or updated.

- Use the Add Comment toolbar button to insert a comment on selected•

document content.
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- Use the Delete Comment toolbar button to delete the currently selected•

comment.

- Use the Refresh toolbar button to see recent comments or tracked changes. •

- Use the User toolbar button to filter by specific users.•

- Use the Type toolbar button to filter by type (comments, insertions,•

deletions).

- Use the Position toolbar button to sort the list by position in•

the authoring canvas in ascending or descending order.

- Use the Date toolbar button to sort the list by Date in ascending•

or descending order.

Document specific tracking state

Tracking and highlighting are enabled based on a document’s last saved tracking

state.

The value of the tracking state will be displayed when you check in a document:
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The Check In dialog

States for tracking will be saved as one of the following values of the Tracking
State attribute.

Disabled•

Highlighting Only•

Tracking And Highlighting•

Tracking Only•

Navigating in the document

Use the keyboard to easily navigate within the text.

Use Page Up and Page Down to scroll the Editing Pane one page up or down in the

document, no matter how many sections are in the document. Use the Home and

End keys to go to the beginning and end of a line, respectively, or combined with

the Ctrl key - to the beginning and end of the document. Move inside the text using

the Arrow keys.

Keyboard shortcuts for Quark Author Web Edition.

Keyboard Command Action

Ctrl+B Bold selected text

Ctrl+I Italicize selected text

Ctrl+U Underline Selected Text

Alt+Shift + F Open find text dialogue box

Alt+Shift + H Open find and Replace text dialogue box
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Undo and redo

Standard Undo and Redo features make text editing easier by allowing you to revert

or apply edits as needed.

The Undo feature is a quick way to cancel the last change and restore the document

to its previous state. To undo the last action use either the Undo toolbar button

or the Ctrl+Z shortcut on your keyboard.

Keyboard Command Action

Alt+Shift + L Open insert hyperlink dialogue box

Alt+Shift + T Open insert table dialogue box

Alt+Shift + U Open bulleted list

Alt+Shift + O Open numbered list

Alt+Shift + C Open add comment dialogue box

Alt+Shift + I Open insert image dialogue box

Alt+Shift + K Open insert image from local disk dialogue box

Alt+Shift + G Open insert figure dialogue box

Alt+Shift + E Turn on change tracking

Alt+Shift + A Accept changes

Alt+Shift + R Reject changes

Alt+Shift + V Open insert video dialogue box

Alt+Shift + N Apply Normal Inline Style

Alt+Shift+ Q Invoke equation editor dialogue box

Ctrl+1 Open Para Style Combo

Ctrl+2 Open Inline Style Combo

Ctrl+S Save Revision

Ctrl+Shift+S Save and Close

Ctrl+Alt+Q Close Editor with Unsaved Changes Warnings

Ctrl+Q Close Editor without Warning

Alt+ > Select next tab in Right Pane

Alt+ < Select previous tab in Right Pane

Alt+ } Select next tab in Left Pane

Alt+ { Select previous tab in Left Pane

Alt+ ] Select next tab in Editor Ribbon

Alt+ [ Select Home tab in Editor Ribbon

Alt+ H Select Home tab in Editor Ribbon

Alt+ I Select Insert tab in Editor Ribbon

Alt+ R Select Review tab in Editor Ribbon

Alt+ E Select References tab in Editor Ribbon
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The Redo feature lets you revert the last undo operation. This means that the

document returns to the state it was in before you performed the undo. To redo the

last action use either the Redo toolbar button or the Ctrl+Y shortcut on your

keyboard.

Quark Author Web Edition supports many undo and redo levels, allowing you to go

backward or forward as needed.

Cut, copy, and paste

Among the most common editing operations are cutting, copying, and pasting text.

Quark Author Web Edition supports these operations and also allows you to paste

content formatted in other applications like Microsoft Word.

To copy a text fragment, select the text and then copy it using the Ctrl+c shortcut

on your keyboard. The formatting of the original text will be preserved.

To paste a text fragment, start with cutting it or copying from another source. When

the text is in the clipboard, paste it using the Ctrl+v shortcut on your keyboard.

The Platform Adapters for Microsoft Office allow you to copy Excel content and

paste that into Quark Author Web Edition. To achieve this, copy the content from

Excel and paste using Ctrl+Shift+c.

Find and replace

The Find and Replace features allow you to quickly search the text looking for

specific words or phrases and replace them. This allows you to rapidly change

multiple occurrences of a phrase in a document instead of manually finding and

modifying each one.

The Find and Replace features are implemented using one dialog box with two tabs

that let you switch between the Find and Replace features. Clicking on either the

Find or Replace icon on the toolbar will bring up this dialog box.
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The Find and Replace dialog

The Find tab consists of a search field and a few options that let you refine the

search:

Match case - Check this option for a case-sensitive search.•

Match whole word - Check this option to limit the search operation to whole•

words.

Match cyclic - Check this option to continue the search from the beginning•

after the editor reaches the end of the document. This option is checked by

default.

The Replace tab includes the following extra fields:

Replace with - Enter the word or phrase that will replace the search term in the•

document.

After you enter the search term as well as the replace term and select the options,

press the Replace button. If you want to replace all occurrences of the search term

in the document, press the Replace All button.

The system notifies you of how many replacements were made:
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XML preview

If at any time you would like to check the XML view of your document, use the

XML toolbar button to view the document in XML format. A read-only view of the

text will appear containing all the relevant XML tags and attributes:

An XML preview example.

Saving and closing documents

Use the Save Revision button located at the header to save a revision of the

document. The document will remain open for further editing.

Use the Save and Close button located at the header to check in the document.

Use the Close button located at the header to close the document. A draft version of

the document will be saved.

For both the Save Revision and the Save and Close options, the Check In dialog

box displays:
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The Check In dialog

Choose a target collection from the collection list.1.

Enter a file name for the document in the File Name field.2.

To specify whether the asset is saved with a major or minor version number,3.

click Major Version (1.0) or Minor Version (0.1)

Access to the Minor Version (0.1) option is controlled by privileges.

Choose a content type from the Content Type drop-down menu.4.

Choose a workflow from the Workflow drop-down menu.5.

To indicate the asset’s current status, choose an option from the Status drop-6.

down menu.

To send the asset to a particular user or group, choose an option from the7.

Routed to drop-down menu.

If your workflow relies on automatic status-based routing, the Routed to drop-
down menu value might change automatically when you choose an option

from the Status drop-down menu.

If you do not choose any name from the Routed to drop-down menu when
you check in an asset for the first time, the asset is routed to the active user.
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Enter revision comments for the version of the asset you are checking in in the8.

Revision Comment field. The revision comment will be stored with the asset.

The revision comment also displays when you view revisions of the asset.

Change values for any attribute existing on the server, which is valid for this9.

document and shown in the Check In dialog.

Click Save.10.

Autosave

Quark Author Web Edition’s Autosave feature periodically saves changes during an

active editing session. By default, changes to content or structure are saved every 30

seconds. The Editor’s status bar will show the Saving... and Saved states to alert you

when the content is autosaved. The next time you open the document, Quark

Author Web Edition automatically loads the last available autosaved version of the

document.

Autosaved updates to the document are stored on the Platform Server but do not

result in a new version of the document asset. Since the updated document is

available on the server, a subsequent session to edit the document even from a

different location or browser will automatically load the last (auto)saved content.

Autosave is also triggered when a user clicks the Close button in the header toolbar.

Autosave is enabled only for documents which have been saved at least once to

Platform. To avoid the risk of losing work, save the document to create an initial

revision and trigger the autosave feature.

The document is saved on the Platform Server and an active connection is required
to save the document.

Along with the primary document, changes to components which are checked out
inline within the primary document are also saved as part of autosave. For example,

a Smart Section or Smart Table contained within a checked out document may also

be checked out by the same user (assuming the user has permissions). Changes to

the parent document as well as the inline components are all autosaved according

to the predefined interval.

Configurable interval

By default, a work-in-progress is saved every 30 seconds. The interval may be

configured using the “Workspace-config.xml” file. See Quark Author Web Edition

System Administration Guide for details.

Platform Server draft version

Quark Author Web Edition stores autosaved content as a draft version of the asset

corresponding to the checked out document. The draft only exists on Platform

server. Draft versions are exclusive to the user who has the asset checked out. Each

draft is not accessible to other users nor are they used by Platform’s publishing

service to generate output. Autosave by Quark Author periodically updates the draft

version of the document.
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When updated content is saved as a new revision of document, any draft version is

discarded. Draft versions of documents and hence autosaved contents are also

discarded if the user aborts check out of the document or if the document’s check

out is overridden by another user (assuming that user has sufficient privileges).

Overriding the check-out of a document checked out by another user may cause
loss of autosaved content when the draft version is discarded.

Restore last autosave

When Quark Author Web Edition performs an autosave, it attempts to validate the

document structure. If edits made by a user have invalidated the document, an error

message will display. The user may restore the document to the last successful auto

saved draft of the document. 

The Restore Last Autosave dialog is configurable. See the Quark Author Web Edition
System Administration Guide for details.

Offline mode

Platform allows you to access and edit checked out documents while you are

disconnected from the server. When you are working on a document and you are

not connected to the server, the Disconnected status can be seen in the ribbon at

the bottom of the Editing pane.

Quark Author Web Edition will detect if you have made any changes to the

document and will automatically save the current content as a local draft.

Not all features will be available when working with a document in offline mode:

If the document you are working on contains references to other documents•

that are not currently checked out, you will be able to view that content as read

only, but you will not be able to edit the content.

You can insert locally store content into your document, but that content will•

not be automatically checked into Platform.

When you are reconnected to the server, and check out a document that you were

working on offline, the local draft will be opened and you will have the opportunity

to save that version to the Platform server. The status bar shows a ‘Syncing’ message

while the offline changes are being saved to the draft of the document. The message

changes to ‘Sync complete’ when saving is complete.
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Offline mode is only supported on Chrome browsers and requires HTTPS
configuration.
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Content editing

Text emphasis

Text emphasis determines the way your text will look in the published document.

The text styling features are grouped together on the HOME tab.

The bold, italics, underline and strike-through styles can be applied to the whole

document, a paragraph, a word or phrase, or a single letter. The underline and

strike-through styles will also be applied to all white space of the selected fragment.

Using styles to format text

Formats and styles are pre-defined combinations of various formatting options that

make it easier to keep the presentation of the text uniform.

Character styles

A character style is a collection of character formatting attributes that can be

applied to text in a single step. By default, text that you type into a document will

have the Normal character style applied to it.

To choose a character style, select a text fragment and click the Tag Types toolbar

button on the HOME tab. The drop-down list contains several pre-defined character

styles that you can apply to the selected text. To make the choice easier, the style

names are displayed in the style that they represent, giving you a preview of what

the text will look like:
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A character style can be applied to the whole document, a paragraph, a word or

phrase, or a single letter.

Paragraph styles

A paragraph style includes both character and paragraph formatting attributes, and

can be applied to a paragraph or range of paragraphs.

Quark Author Web Edition includes four pre-defined paragraph styles: Normal,

Heading, Note, and Long Quote. By default, Quark Author Web Edition

automatically applies the Normal paragraph style to all text in a new document.

To apply a paragraph style, select the paragraph(s) that you want to format, click the

Para Types toolbar button on the HOME tab and then choose the paragraph style

you want. The drop-down list contains the pre-defined paragraph styles that you

can apply to the selected text:
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To select a single paragraph for applying a paragraph style, you can click anywhere
in the paragraph. To select more than one paragraph, click anywhere in the first

paragraph and drag to anywhere in the last paragraph that you want to select. You

do not need to select the entire paragraph.

When you apply a paragraph style, character styles that you have applied to any
text in the paragraph remain intact.

The paragraph style will default back to the Normal style when a new paragraph is

started.

Change a paragraph style to a different paragraph style (i.e. from Heading to Note) by

selecting the paragraph and then choosing the new paragraph style.

Removing styles

Remove a style applied with the Para Types or Tag Types menus by opening the

drop-down list and clicking the formatting style name again.

Regions

A region is a meaningful wrapper element that can be applied to a contiguous run

of one or more block elements. This allows a user to perform the usual edits within

the semantically wrapped content including:

adding new content•

deleting content•

merging content into the region•

separating content into multiple regions•

nesting content within a region•

You select and apply a region similarly to the way you apply a paragraph style, but

it behaves differently from other paragraph styles in several ways.
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Creating a region

To create a region, place the cursor in a paragraph, click the Para Types toolbar

button on the HOME tab and then choose the desired region type (Quark Author

Web Edition includes three pre-defined region types: Region, Box and Callout).

A region is created and the current paragraph is nested inside that region.

When creating a region, the behavior varies slightly based on the location of the

cursor or your selection.

If inside a table cell:•

The region is created within the cell and selected content is included in the

region. Each selected table cell is a separate region of the same type.

If inside a figure or video:•

A region cannot be the child of a figure or video, so if the cursor is in a figure or

video, the entire figure or video is added to the new region. When a selection

partially or completely includes a figure or video, the figure or video will be

included in the new region.

If inside a list item:•

When the cursor is in a list item, the complete list is wrapped in the new

region. If the list item is part of a set of contiguous non-numbered paragraphs, a

table, or a figure, then the new region will be nested in the list item.

To select a single paragraph for creating a region, click anywhere in the paragraph.
To select more than one paragraph, click anywhere in the first paragraph and drag

to anywhere in the last paragraph that you want to select. You do not need to select

the entire paragraph.

Working with regions

A region can contain other components besides text such as figures, images, lists

and tables. A region can also be applied to cells within a table.

Exiting a region

If the cursor is within one of the region styles (Region, Box or Callout) and a new

paragraph is started, the paragraph will be created inside the same region with the
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Normal paragraph style applied to it. There are three ways to exit a region and begin

a new Normal paragraph outside of the region:

Place your cursor within the region and Ctrl-Enter.•

Place your cursor within the region and click the Insert Paragraph After icon•

on the dynamic REGION tab.

Right-click within the region and choose Insert Paragraph After from the•

context menu.

Paragraph styles within regions

If you select a paragraph within a region, and attempt to apply a paragraph style to

it, the style will be applied to the paragraph, with no effect on the remaining

paragraphs in the region. For example, if you select (or click in) a paragraph within

a Box region and then apply the Heading style, the paragraph is formatted with the

Heading paragraph characteristics, but the paragraph will still be contained within

the Box region.

Region titles

You can add a title to an entire region. To add a title to a region, right-click within

the region and choose Region Title from the context menu, or place the cursor

within the region and click the Region Title icon on the dynamic REGION tab.

Copying and pasting regions

To copy and paste an entire region and preserve the region style, select the entire

contents of the region. When a partial selection is copied and pasted, the region

style is lost.

Nesting regions

Regions can be nested, i.e. a Box region within a Callout region, as shown here:
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To nest a region within a region, you must first create the content. Next, select the

paragraph or paragraphs you want in the nested region and then choose the new

region style.

To change an entire region from one style to another, place the cursor inside the
existing region and then select the new region style.

Cross reference to a region

You can insert a cross references to a region in a document, see “Inserting a cross

reference“.

If a region contains a title, the title will be used to create the cross reference. If a

region does not contain a title, the cross reference will be created using the first 32

characters of the first paragraph present in that region.

Removing a region

There are three ways to remove a region:

Place the cursor within the region and choose None from the Para Types drop-•

down menu.

Place the cursor within the region and click the Remove Region icon on the•

dynamic REGION tab.

Right-click within the region and choose Remove Region from the context•

menu.

The region will be removed but any character or paragraph styles that you have

applied to text and paragraphs within the region will remain intact. The region title

will remain, but will revert to a Normal paragraph style.

Rich text

Lists

Lists provide a way to structure text in a clear manner as well as group items that

belong together. Quark Author Web Edition lets you create two types of lists:

Bulleted (unordered)•
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Numbered (ordered)•

Inserting a list

To create a list, click the Insert/Remove Bulleted List or the Insert/Remove

Numbered List toolbar button on the HOME tab. A default list marker will appear

at the beginning of the line of text that contains the cursor and the line will

become indented.

If you want to add further list items, press Enter on your keyboard. The cursor will

move to the next line with a list marker placed at its beginning. The list is

continued automatically as long as you press Enter at the end of a line. If you want

to suppress list creation, press Enter in an empty line with a list marker.

To convert part of a bulleted list to a numbered list and vice versa, select the desired

list items and click the Insert/Remove Bulleted List or the Insert/Remove

Numbered List button on the HOME tab.

To convert a complete bulleted list to a numbered list or vice versa, place the cursor

in the first paragraph of any list item and click the Insert/Remove Bulleted List

or the Insert/Remove Numbered List toolbar button on the HOME tab.

Multiple content block lists

A multiple content block list item is a list item containing one or more content

blocks, such as paragraphs, sub-lists, tables or figures, in addition to the initial

paragraph of text. There are two ways to add multiple content blocks to a list item:

Place the cursor at the beginning of the list item following the list item you want•

to add multiple content blocks to and press the Backspace key.

That list item will become the next paragraph in the preceding list item.

Place the cursor in the list item following the list item you want to add multiple•

content blocks to and click the Insert/Remove Bulleted List or the

Insert/Remove Numbered List toolbar button on the HOME tab.

If you hit Enter at the end of a multiple content block list item, a new paragraph will

be added to the same list item.

To change a paragraph of a multiple content block list item into a separate list item,

place the cursor within the paragraph and click the Insert/Remove Bulleted

List or the Insert/Remove Numbered List toolbar button on the HOME tab

again.
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You can insert videos, tables, Microsoft Excel components, figures, images and cross
references into list items.

Converting existing text to a list

To turn existing text into a list, select one or more paragraphs and click the

Insert/Remove Bulleted List or the Insert/Remove Numbered List toolbar

button on the HOME tab. Each paragraph will then become a separate list item.

Converting a list to text

To remove list formatting, leaving the text of the list items intact, select the list in

the document and click the Insert/Remove Bulleted List or the

Insert/Remove Numbered List toolbar button on the HOME tab. The list markers

and indentation will be removed and each of the former list items will become a

paragraph.

Nesting lists

Sometimes one list level is not enough to represent a more complicated structure of

items. Quark Author Web Edition lets you add multiple levels of nesting to your

bulleted and numbered lists.

You can also combine bulleted and numbered lists of various indentation levels.

Increasing indent

To create a nested bulleted or numbered list, use the Increase Indent feature. Place

the cursor in the line that should start the nested list and click the Increase

Indent toolbar button on the HOME tab. The list item will become indented and
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the list marker will change. The next item added to the list will have the same

indentation as the previous one and thus become a part of the nested list.

Increase Indent is not available for the first list item, or for subsequent items in a

multiple content block list item.

If the selection is across a multiple content block list item boundary, Both Increase
Indent and Decrease Indent will be disabled.

Decreasing indent

If you want to end the nested list and return to the previous indentation level, use

the Decrease Indent feature. Place the cursor in the line that should be a

continuation of the previous list and click the Decrease Indent toolbar button

on the HOME tab. The indentation of the list item will decrease and the list marker

will change back to the marker for a list of a higher level.

Decrease Indent is not available for subsequent items in a multiple content block

list item.

Inserting Hyperlinks

The Link feature lets you add clickable hyperlinks to your documents.

To insert a link in your document, click the Link toolbar button on the

REFERENCES tab or use the Ctrl+L keyboard shortcut. If you want the link to be

assigned to a word or phrase, select it first. If no text is selected, the link URL will

appear in the document as-is.

Use the Link dialog box to choose the link type and configuration options

pertaining to your choice.

The Link dialog box

Protocol - the communication protocol used with the web address. You can•

choose between http:// and https://

URL - the web address of the resource that the link is pointing to. It may be•

located on the same server as the web site you are currently on or an external

server. If you want to use an external address, you must use the full absolute

path (for example http://example.com/about.html).

Edit an existing hyperlink by double clicking on the hyperlink, right-clicking on the

hyperlink and choosing Edit Link from the context menu, or by placing the cursor

inside the hyperlink and then clicking the Link toolbar button on the

REFERENCES tab.
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Delete the hyperlink by right clicking on the hyperlink and choosing Unlink from

the context menu.

Footnotes and endnotes

Inserting a footnote

To insert a footnote in your document, place your cursor in the text where you

want the footnote and click the Insert Footnote toolbar button on the

REFERENCES tab.

The Insert Footnote dialog displays.

The Insert Footnote dialog

Type in the text of your footnote and click OK. The footnote will be placed at the

curser location. Footnotes are shown at the end of the page in previews.

External hyperlinks can be applied to footnote/endnote content. 

All in-line markup is retained when content from the canvas is pasted to a
footnote/endnote and vice-versa.

Inserting an endnote

To insert an endnote in your document, place your cursor in the text where you

want the endnote and click the Insert Endnote toolbar button on the

REFERENCES tab.

The Insert Endnote dialog displays.
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The Insert Endnote dialog

Type in the text of your endnote and click OK. The Endnote is added at the cursor

location. The Endnotes are shown at the end of the document in Previews.

Cross references

The Cross Reference feature lets you add cross references to your documents,

pointing to any other Section, Figure or Table in the document.

Inserting a cross reference

There are two types of cross references:

Synchronized Cross Reference - the link text is derived from the referenced•

content and will be refreshed automatically from the referenced content if the

referenced content is updated.

Unsynchronized Cross Reference - the link text is user provided and is not•

updated based on changes to the referenced content. An unsynchronized

reference can be changed into a synchronized one using the Synchronize Cross

Reference toolbar command.

To insert a synchronized cross reference in your document:

Place the cursor where you want the cross reference and click the Insert1.

Cross Reference toolbar button on the REFERENCES tab. The Insert Cross

Reference dialog box displays.
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The Insert Cross Reference dialog box

Choose the type of cross reference you are inserting from the drop-down menu:2.

Section, Table, Figure, Box, Region or Callout.

Once you have chosen a cross reference type, the available references to link to3.

will be listed. Choose a reference to link to and click OK. The cross reference

will be inserted.

Any changes made at the cross-reference link will be reflected in the cross-reference
text.

To insert an unsynchronized cross reference, select text in your document and then

insert a cross reference, the cross reference and the link will not be synchronized.

Control+Click on any cross reference to jump to the cross reference link.

Editing a cross reference

To edit an existing cross reference:

Double click on the cross reference, right click on the cross reference and1.

choose Edit Cross Reference from the context menu, or place the cursor in the

cross reference and then click the Insert Cross Reference button. The Edit

Cross Reference dialog box displays.
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The Edit Cross Reference dialog box

Choose the type of cross reference you want from the drop-down menu:2.

Section, Table, Figure, Box, Region or Callout.

Once you have chosen a cross reference type, the available references to link to3.

will be listed. Choose a reference to link to and click OK. The cross reference

will be changed to your new selections.

Synchronize cross references

Change an unsynchronized cross reference to a synchronized cross reference using

the Synchronize Cross Reference toolbar button on the REFERENCES tab.

You can choose to synchronize the selected cross reference or all cross references in

the document.

Figures and images

Inserting an image

Images can be inserted from the Platform repository, from a local file system, pasted

from the clipboard and by dragging and dropping.

Inserting a Platform image

To insert an image from the Platform repository:
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Place your cursor in the document where you want to insert the image, click the1.

Insert Image toolbar button on the INSERT tab and choose From Platform

from the drop-down menu.

The Select dialog is displayed.

The Select dialog

Browse to the desired image and select it.2.

The image will be inserted into the document.

Inserting a local image

To insert an image from a local file system:

Place your cursor in the document where you want to insert the image, click the1.

Insert Image toolbar button on the INSERT tab and choose From Local File

System from the drop-down menu.

The Choose File to Upload dialog is displayed.
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The Choose File to Upload dialog

Browse to the desired image and select it.2.

You can also select the local image you wish to insert and drag and drop it into
your document. You can also insert images copied to the clipboard (may be

copied from MS Excel, Word, PowerPoint, etc.).

You will be prompted to check in the image:

The Check In dialog
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Specify the Platform information for the asset.3.

Click Save.4.

The image is uploaded and checked in to the Platform repository, and inserted

into the document.

Inserting a figure

Figures can be inserted from the Platform repository or from a local file system.

Inserting a Platform figure

To insert a figure from the Platform repository:

Place your cursor in the document where you want to insert the figure and click1.

the Insert Figure toolbar button on the INSERT tab.

The Insert Figure dialog is displayed.

The Insert Figure dialog

Click the Browse button and choose From Platform from the drop-down2.

menu.

The Select dialog is displayed.
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The Select dialog

Browse to the desired figure and select it.3.

Enter the Title and Description of the desired figure and click OK.4.

The figure will be inserted into the document.

Inserting a local figure

To insert a figure from a local file system:

Place your cursor in the document where you want to insert the figure and click1.

the Insert Figure toolbar button on the INSERT tab.

The Insert Figure dialog is displayed.

The Insert Figure dialog

Click the Browse button and choose From Local File System from the drop-2.

down menu.

The Choose File to Upload dialog is displayed.
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The Choose File to Upload dialog

Browse to the desired figure and select it.3.

Enter the Title and Description of the desired figure and click OK.4.

You will be prompted to check in the image:

The Check In dialog

Specify the Platform information for the asset.5.
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Click Save.6.

The figure will be uploaded and checked in to the Platform repository,  and

inserted into the document.

Resizing figures and images

After you have placed a figure or an image in the document, you can resize it by

clicking on the bounding box and dragging it to the desired size.

Replacing a figure or an image

After you have placed a figure or an image in the document, double clicking on it

displays the Select dialog, allowing you to select another figure or image to replace

it.

Converting an image to a figure

After you have placed an image in the document, convert it to a figure by right-

clicking on it and selecting Convert to Figure from the context menu.

The Image context menu

Inserting special characters

To insert a special character into your document, place your cursor in the document

where you want to insert the special character and click the Insert Special

Character toolbar button on the INSERT tab.

The Select Special Character dialog window displays and allows you to choose a

symbol from a set containing Latin letters, numbers (including fractions), currency

symbols, punctuation, arrows, and mathematical operators.
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The Select Special Character dialog

Select the character you need. The dialog window will close automatically and the

special character will appear where the cursor is positioned in the text.

Tables

Inserting tables

To insert a table, click the Insert Table toolbar button on the INSERT tab. The

Insert Table dialog displays:
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The Insert Table dialog box

Specify the table criteria:

Number of columns - the number of columns in the table (mandatory).•

Number of rows - the number of rows in the table (mandatory).•

Header Row - check this box if you want your table to have headers.•

Caption - the label of the table that is displayed on top of it.•

Description - a description of your table.•

Inserting tables from server

To insert a smart table, click the Insert Table from Server toolbar button on the

INSERT tab. The Select dialog displays:
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The Select dialog box

Browse to the desired table and select it.

Editing tables

To edit the table, right-click on any cell inside the table to open the table context

menu, or place your cursor on any cell inside the table and select the dynamic

TABLE tab. Options will be enabled/disabled based on the current selection. 

The context menu for a table

The dynamic TABLE tab of the Toolbar Ribbon

To insert a new paragraph after the table, use the Insert Paragraph After option.

A new paragraph will be inserted directly after the table.

Inserting rows and columns

To insert additional rows and columns, right-click on the desired table, row or

column and use the Insert option.

Hover your mouse over the Insert menu option to display further options.
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Insert context menu option elements:

Insert Row Above - inserts a new row before the selected row.•

Insert Row Below - inserts a new row after the selected row.•

Insert Column to the Left - inserts a new column to the left of the selected•

column.

Insert Column to the Right - inserts a new column to the right of the selected•

column.

Caption - allows you to add a caption to the table.•

Description - allows you to add a description to the table.•

Deleting rows and columns

To delete an entire table and its contents, or individual rows or columns, right-click

on the desired table, row or column, and use the Delete option.

Hover your mouse over the Delete menu option to display further options.

Delete context menu option elements:

Delete Columns - deletes the selected column.•

Delete Rows - deletes the selected row.•

Delete Table - Deletes the entire table and its contents.•

Splitting cells

To split a single cell into two cells:

Place the cursor in the desired cell.1.
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Right-click and choose Split Cell Horizontally or Split Cell Vertically.2.

An example of splitting a table cell horizontally.

Merging cells

To merge cells together, select the cells to be merged, right-click and choose the

Merge Cells option.

Adding captions and header rows

When you create a table, you can choose to add a header row, caption, and

description to the table.

To insert a caption or description to an existing table:

Right-click on the desired table.1.

Hover your mouse over the Insert menu option to display further options.2.

Choose Caption or Description from the menu.3.

To convert the first row of an existing table to a header:

Right-click on the first row of the table.1.
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Choose Header Row from the menu.2.

Copy and pasting table cells

You can copy selected cells from a table and paste the content into a different cell of

the same table, or you can use them to create a brand new table.

To create a brand new table from selected cells of a table:

Select the table cells to copy and click Ctrl-C to copy them.1.

Place the cursor where you want the new table, and click Ctrl-V.2.

A new table is created comprised of the selected and copied cells.

Inserting videos

To insert a video:

Click the Insert Video toolbar button on the INSERT tab. The Insert Video1.

dialog displays:

The Insert Video dialog box

Choose From Platform or From Web.2.
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Select Browse to browse to the location of the desired video.3.

Under Select a poster image, choose Browse to select an image to use for the4.

video.

Click OK to insert the chosen video.5.

Inserting Microsoft Excel components

The Web Editor allows you to insert Excel Tables and Charts into your document. To

insert Excel content, click the Insert Excel Components toolbar button on the

INSERT tab and choose Insert Table or Insert Chart from the drop-down menu.

The Select dialog box opens.

The Select dialog

Browse to the desired Excel content and select it.

Editing Microsoft Excel components

Once inserted into the document, you can add captions/titles and descriptions to

Excel components using the context menu. Right-click the table or chart:

The Excel table context menu
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The Excel chart (Figure) context menu

Inserting PowerPoint slides

The Web Editor allows you to insert one or more PowerPoint slides into your

document. Slides are inserted as image components in the document.

To insert a PowerPoint slide from the Platform repository:

Click the Insert PowerPoint toolbar button on the INSERT tab. The Select1.

dialog displays:

The Select dialog box

Browse to the desired PowerPoint presentation, select it and click OK. The2.

INSERT POWERPOINT SLIDE dialog displays:
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Select the desired slide and click Insert. The slide will be inserted into the3.

document.

Use the Change File button to select a different PowerPoint presentation.

Inserting Visio pages

The Web Editor allows you to insert one or more Visio pages into your document.

Pages are inserted as image components in the document.

To insert a Visio page from the Platform repository:

Click the Insert Visio toolbar button on the INSERT tab. The Select dialog1.

displays:

The Select dialog box
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Browse to the desired Visio file, select it and click OK. The INSERT VISIO2.

DRAWING dialog displays:

Select the desired page and click Insert. The page will be inserted into the3.

document.

Equation editing

Quark Author Web Edition has integrated with the Wiris Equation Editor to allow

you to insert and edit math equations in your document.

This feature is disabled in the default configuration. Configuration changes are
required to enable this plugin. See the Quark Author Web Edition System

Administration Guide for details on enabling this plugin.

To launch the WIRIS editor:

To insert a new equation, click the Math Editor ( ) toolbar button on the•

INSERT tab.

To modify an existing equation, double click the equation or select it and click•

the Math Editor ( ) toolbar button on the INSERT tab.
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You can only edit equations in the WIRIS editor, you cannot edit them on the
Quark Author Web Edition canvas. How the equation is rendered on the canvas is

also controlled by the WIRIS editor. You cannot apply any formatting to the

equation manually.

Equation editing is not available in WebSphere and WebLogic.

Indexes

An index lists the keywords, terms and topics in a document, along with the pages

that they appear on, allowing a reader to find them within your document instantly

and easily.

Quark Author Web Edition allows you to define index items. The index generated

from these terms can be seen in the PDF preview.

You can create an index term:

for an individual word or phrase.•

for an individual table, image, figure or component.•

for a section or sub-section that spans a range of pages.•

that refers to another index term, such as “Transportation. See Bicycles”.•

Managing index terms

The upper section of the Index tab lists the index terms in the document as well as

the number of occurrences for each index term.

Creating index terms

Use the Index tab  on the Right pane to create index terms.
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To add an index term to your document:

In the document, select what you want to be the index term.1.

If you place the cursor in any part of a section or sub-section title and add it•

as an index term, the entire section or sub-section will be marked as an

occurrence.

If you place the cursor within a section or sub-section, the entire paragraph•

will be marked as an occurrence.

If you want the index term to be an individual word or phrase, select the•

word or phrase. If the phrase is four words or less, the Phrase tag type will

be applied to the word or phrase and just that word or phrase will be

marked as an occurrence. If the phrase is longer than four words, the entire

paragraph containing the words will be marked as the occurrence.

You can also manually tag the word or phrase using the Tag Types drop
down menu before adding it as an index. This allows you to have a phrase

longer than four words.

Click the Add Term toolbar button.2.

The Term field will automatically be filled with the word or phrase you•

selected in the document. You can overwrite this with your own text.

The index terms will automatically be placed in alphabetical order•

(according to the first letter of the index term) in the finished document. If

you want the index term to appear at a different place, enter that in the Sort

As field. For instance, if you want the index term User Interface to
appear under I instead of U, enter I in this field.

Check Grouping Only, if you want to use this term just for grouping other•

index terms. Grouping Only terms will not have any occurrences associated

with them.
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If you are adding a child element, the Parent field will contain the index•

term of the parent element.

In Reference Type, choose a reference type from the drop-down menu. To•

create a reference that refers to another entry, choose See or See also. This

field can be used if you want to cross reference other index terms with the

current index term.

When creating a reference that refers to another, choose the term you want•

to refer to from the list of existing terms in the Reference Term drop-down

menu. Use this field to select index terms you want to be cross referenced

with the current term. You can select one or more index terms from the

drop down list.

Click Save. The index term is added and appears in the list of index terms. One3.

occurrence of the index term is listed in the Occurrences section of the Index

tab.

Adding a child term

This option can be used to add a new index term as a child to an existing index

term.

To add a child term to an existing index term:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.

Select the word or phrase in the document that you want to add as a child term2.

to the selected index term.

Click the Add Child Term toolbar button.3.
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The Term field will automatically be filled with the word or phrase you selected

in the document. You can overwrite this with your own text. Fill out the other

fields as described in “Creating index terms“.

Click Save. The index term is added as a child term and appears in the list of4.

index terms. One occurrence of the index term is listed in the Occurrences

section of the Index tab.

Editing an index term

To edit an existing index term:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.

Click the Edit Term toolbar button or double click on an index term.2.

Make desired changes and click Save.3.

Deleting an index term

To delete an existing index term:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.

Click the Delete Term toolbar button.2.

The term and all of its occurrences will be deleted.3.

Deleting a parent term will also delete all of its child terms.

Managing occurrences of index terms

The lower section of the Index tab lists all the marked occurrences of the index

terms in the document.
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When a new index term is added, it will have one occurrence by default. You can

add multiple occurrences to the same index term if needed.

Adding occurrences

To add an occurrence to an existing index term in your document:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.

Select the section, word or phrase in the document that you want to be marked2.

as an occurrence of the selected index term.

If you place the cursor in any part of a section or sub-section title and add it•

as an index term, the entire section or sub-section will be marked as an

occurrence.

If you place the cursor within a section or sub-section, the entire paragraph•

will be marked as an occurrence.

If you want the occurrence to be an individual word or phrase, select the•

word or phrase. If the phrase is four words or less, the Phrase tag type will

be applied to the word or phrase and just that word or phrase will be

marked as an occurrence. If the phrase is longer than four words, the entire

paragraph containing the words will be marked as the occurrence.

You can also manually tag the word or phrase using the Tag Types drop
down menu before adding it as an index. This allows you to have a phrase

longer than four words.

Click the Add Occurrence toolbar button.3.

The occurrence will be added.4.

Deleting an occurrence

To delete an existing marked occurrence of an index term:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.

Select the marked occurrence of the index term that you want to delete.2.

Click the Delete Occurrence toolbar button.3.

The marked occurrence of the selected index term will be deleted.4.

Deleting all occurrences of an index term will delete the index term as well.

Managing the scope

You can increase or decrease the scope of the occurrence. For instance, if you

marked an entire section in the document as an occurrence of an index term, and

only want to point to a single paragraph instead, you would want to decrease the

scope of the occurrence.

To increase or decrease the scope of an existing marked occurrence of an index

term:

Select an existing index term from the list of terms on the Index tab.1.
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Select the marked occurrence of the index term that you want to edit.2.

You can increase or decrease the scope of the occurrence:3.

To increase the scope, click the Increase Scope toolbar button.•

To decrease the scope, click the Decrease Scope toolbar button.•

Spell checking

The spell checking features are disabled in the default configuration. Configuration
changes are required to enable these features. See the Quark Author Web Edition

System Administration Guide for details.

Use the Spell Checker toolbar button on the HOME tab to spell check the

document and to enable and disable the Spell Check As You Type feature. Enabling

the Spell Check As You Type feature allows you to display the Spell Check As You

Type dialog box by clicking on Options, Languages or Dictionaries in the drop

down menu.

The Spell Check As You Type dialog box

Content Components

Tables and Regions can be saved as reusable components.

Create a component

To create a component:

In the Editing pane, right-click on the table or region you want to make into a1.

reusable component.
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Choose Create Table Component or Create Region Component from the2.

context menu. The CHECK IN dialog box displays.

Specify a file name and location for the component.3.

Fill out the remaining fields with the appropriate data and click Save.4.

The content will be saved as a separate .xml file in the specified location. You
now have a reusable component that you can include in other smart

documents by using the Insert Table from Server or Insert Region from

Server options on the INSERT tab.
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Insert a component

To insert a previously saved table or region component into your smart document:

If the component will be new content:•

Place your cursor in the document where you want to insert the1.

component, click the Insert Table from Server or the Insert Region

from Server button on the INSERT tab. The Select dialog box displays.

Search or Navigate to locate the component.2.

Select the component and click OK.3.

If the component will replace existing content:•

Right-click the table or region to replace and choose Replace Table from•

Server or Replace Region from Server. The Insert dialog box displays.

Search or Navigate to locate the component.•

Select the component and click OK.•

Edit a component

To edit source content in a component, the component must be open for editing.

The following two icons indicate the editing status for a table or region component:

- This indicates the component is checked out and available to edit.•

- This indicates the item is locked and not available for editing.•

If the component is not open for editing, right-click on the component and choose

Edit Component from the context menu. You will now be allowed to edit the

content.

When you have finished editing, right-click on the component and choose:

Save Component to save your changes and leave the component open for•

editing.

Save and Close Component to save the changes and lock the component from•

editing.

Discard Changes to discard any changes and return the component to its last•

saved state.
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Contacting Quark

Our support team is available to answer all your questions about Quark products

including QuarkXPress and Quark Enterprise Solutions. Check out our online

knowledge base, documentation site and forums for instant answers 24x7.

For more details, please check out our support website support.quark.com

https://support.quark.com
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Legal notices

©2022 Quark Software Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved.

Quark, the Quark logo, and Quark Publishing Platform are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Quark Software Inc. and its affiliates in the U.S. and/or other 
countries. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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